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Abstract

We describe an application of machine learning to the
problem of geomorphic mapping of planetary surfaces.
Mapping landforms on planetary surfaces is an impor-
tant task and the first step to deepen our understand-
ing of many geologic processes. Until now such maps
have been manually drawn by a domain expert. We de-
scribe a framework to automate the mapping process by
means of segmentation and classification of landscape
datasets. We propose and implement a number of exten-
sions to the existing methodology with particular em-
phasis on the incorporation of machine learning tech-
niques. These extensions result in a robust and practi-
cal mapping system that we apply on six sites on Mars.
Support Vector Machines show the best mapping results
with an accuracy rate of ∼ 91%. The resultant maps
reflect the geomorphology of the sites and have appear-
ance reminiscent of traditional, manually drawn maps.
The system is capable of mapping numerous sites using
a limited training set. Immediate and eventual applica-
tions of this automated mapping system are discussed
in the context of planetary science and other domains.

Introduction
We are witnessing a rapid expansion of spatial datasets de-
scribing various properties of planetary surfaces. These
datasets are gathered remotely by spacecrafts orbiting plan-
ets including Earth, Mars, Moon, Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn.
A modern orbiter produces in the order of 10 terabytes of
data from a single instrument onboard. This deluge of data
challenges the ability of the scientific community to process,
analyze, and ultimately turn the data into knowledge. The
challenge is particularly acute in the case of the planet Mars.
Due to an intense scientific and public interest in this planet,
the scientific community operates currently four orbiters that
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send back to Earth terabytes of data expected to provide
a clear understanding of past and present geological pro-
cesses. Of salient interest is to obtain clues on the existence
of liquid water, and ultimately on the possible existence of
life. The major tool for studying Mars’s surface is a geomor-
phic map manually drawn by a human expert on the basis of
the photo-geologic interpretation of images (Wilhelms 1990;
Tanaka 1994). Such manual mapping is slow and expensive;
highly skilled labor is required to study and extract informa-
tion. Traditional techniques are thus inappropriate to pro-
duce detailed and consistent maps on a regional scale, and
to exploit high-resolution data. Innovative applications of
AI technology are needed to automate the mapping process
to guarantee that all data is turned into knowledge.

The task of geomorphic mapping is to divide the land-
scape (represented by an image, digital elevation model
DEM, or other spatial datasets) into a set of mutually exclu-
sive and exhaustive landscape elements –or regions– having
specific surface patterns. These elements are later grouped
into a set of clear landforms (e.g., craters, valleys, ridges,
etc.); each landform representing a commonly recognizable
abstraction of the elements it represents. This tasks presents
significant challenges to automation including: (i) the need
for a custom-designed segmentation algorithm, (ii) a classi-
fication procedure capable of assigning landform labels so
that the resultant map mimics the traditional, manually de-
rived map in appearance and content, and (iii) a substantial
reduction in the size of the dataset.

In this paper we focus on the classification of landscape
elements from topographic data alone as a first step to-
wards an overall solution to the problem of automating the
mapping process. Specifically, we have developed a map-
ping tool that implements a segmentation-based classifica-
tion technique over a Martian topographic database. Our
tool consists of a segmentation technique capable of procur-
ing small segments that can guarantee accurate predictions,
and a classification tool that is capable of approximating the
intangible qualities of human expert mapping.

Related Work
Classification of multi-spectral images into different types of
land covers (Landgrebe 1997; Landgrebe 1999) is an appli-
cation of automatic mapping of spatially extended databases
that has received much attention in the past. Because of this
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focus on imagery data, most research represents the objects
being classified in terms of individual pixels. Techniques
for grouping pixels having similar spectral signatures into
categories range from data clustering (e.g., k -means, self-
organized maps), to hand-made rules, to supervised learning
algorithms. An important problem with supervised learning
is that classifying individual pixels has questionable value
inasmuch as pixels are just too small to constitute units for
which a label can be assigned by a human interpreter with
high degree of confidence. As a result, most pixel-based
classification of multi-spectral images is based on data clus-
tering. The limitation of a pixel as a classifiable surface unit
has been amply recognized lately, and the focus of research
has switched to the technique of segmentation-based clas-
sification wherein a multi-spectral image is first subdivided
into meaningful segments that are then subsequently clas-
sified (Baatz and Schäpa 2000). The segmentation-based
approach is justified from the observation that human vi-
sion tends to separate images into regions of similar texture;
meaning is easily ascribed to these regions rather than to
smaller units of similar color (e.g., pixels).

Beyond classification of multi-spectral images, the topic
of automatic mapping of spatial datasets (e.g., landscapes)
has received little attention. This is because landscapes –
more than images– are poorly suited for classification at the
pixel level. Local values of topographic attributes do not
uniquely determine topographic expressions. With the gain
in popularity of segmentation-based classification methods,
novel automated techniques have been proposed for map-
ping landforms of terrestrial landscapes (Gallant et al. 2005;
Dragut and Blaschke 2006). These methods, however, rely
on hand-made rules and fail to take advantage of AI technol-
ogy.

Mars is the only planet besides the Earth for which topo-
graphic data is available in digital form (Smith et al. 2003).
Automating the mapping of Martian landforms was first ad-
dressed by means of pixel-based classification (Stepinski
and Vilalta 2005; Bue and Stepinski 2006). In these studies,
landform categories are the result of clustering pixel-based
topographic attributes using either a probabilistic clustering
algorithm working under a Bayesian framework (Stepinski
and Vilalta 2005), or a self-organizing map (Bue and Stepin-
ski 2006). The major motivation behind such studies was a
desire for maximum automation (minimum expert interven-
tion) offered by the unsupervised approach. However, to
obtain a map useful to planetary science, a significant man-
ual post-clustering processing was necessary to interpret the
output clusters. Moreover, the final maps had a qualitatively
different character from manually drawn maps, with some
landforms lacking customary geomorphic meaning. This is
because a reasonable cluster derived under a proximity mea-
sure may not constitute a customary landform as perceived
by a human expert.

Recognizing that automatically generated maps must con-
form to specifications and expectations of the particular do-
main of application, recent efforts explore the concatenation
of a segmentation-based technique with supervised learn-
ing (Stepinski et al. 2006). This approach yields more
“traditionally-looking” maps that are useful for domain ex-

perts. In this paper we describe a first solution to the au-
tomatic mapping problem by concatenating a segmentation
module with classification; we also assess the feasibility of
different classifiers to the mapping task.

Outline of Mapping Tool
We focus our study on spatially extended objects here re-
ferred to as landscapes. For each landscape, a number of
datasets exists in the form of co-registered digital rasters
(each describing a different attribute). Our tool accepts these
attributes as input and automatically produces a categorical
(thematic) map of desired landscape elements as the output.
In the realm of planetary geology, a landscape is an entire re-
gion, whereas landscape elements are structures such as, for
example, craters, valleys, and ridges. However, the frame-
work presented here is domain independent and can be ap-
plied wherever rapid mapping of elements in spatially ex-
tended objects is required.

Input data from all datasets is organized into a 2-
dimensional rectangular array of cells or pixels. Local
landscape information is stored in each pixel in the form
of a pixel-based, n-dimensional feature vector, u(x, y) =
{u1, u2, . . . , un}(x, y). Every component of this vector cor-
responds to a specific landscape attribute. Fig. 1 shows an
outline of our tool that consists of a segmentation and clas-
sification modules.

Segmentation
Landscape segmentation is a procedure that clusters pixels
into spatially single-connected, mutually exclusive and ex-
haustive fragments. The procedure effectively subdivides
the entire array into segments (patches) containing approxi-
mately uniform pixel-based feature vectors. Raster segmen-
tation has been the subject of intense study in the domain
of computer vision (Adams and Bischof 1994; Belongie et
al. 1998; Deng and Manjunath 2001; Feng et al. 2001;
Shi and Malik 2000; Wang 1998; Nock and Nielsen 2004).
Although most segmentation techniques could be extended
to landscape segmentation, there are clear difficulties to
achieve that goal. One challenge is that a segmentation-
based classification process should yield segments opti-
mized for the subsequent classification module. Whereas in
computer vision it is desirable to have large segments as long
as they contain uniform feature vectors, in our context we
prefer relatively small, approximately equal-sized segments,
even if they cut through larger uniform fields of feature vec-
tors. Such over-segmentation eliminates the danger of a
particularly large segment being misclassified, leading to a
grossly incorrect map. On the other hand, a misclassification
of a small segment results in a map that, although slightly
less accurate, maintains its interpretability. Moreover, hav-
ing approximately equal-sized segments assures that calcu-
lation of segment-based feature vectors is based on statistics
calculated over similar-sized ensembles of pixels (explained
next).

To achieve our particular segmentation procedure we in-
tegrate physical landscape attributes with spatial coordinates
of pixels: u(x, y) = {u1, u2, . . . , un−2, x, y}(x, y). These
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Figure 1: Diagram showing the two major components of
our tool. In this illustration, 64 pixels are segmented into 23
segments on the basis of similarity between pixel-based fea-
ture vectors. These segments are classified into four land-
form classes on the basis of similarity between segment-
based feature vectors.

additional “spatial” features enable us to control the size of
the segments while providing the resultant segments with
very desirable geometric properties. For example, in areas
where the sub-vector of physical attributes is approximately
uniform, the local gradient of u is dominated by changes in
x and y leading to the formation of round-shaped segments.
On the other hand, in areas where change of physical at-
tributes dominates the local gradient of u, segments tend to
exhibit an elongated shape in direction perpendicular to the
gradient of the physical sub-vector. These properties con-
stitute additional knowledge that could be exploited by the
classification module.

In summary, we achieve our over-segmentation goal by
integrating spatial coordinates to pixels. The actual segmen-
tation invokes a simple k-means clustering technique ap-
plied to spatially-enriched feature vectors. The size of the
segments is controlled by the value of k. The resulting k
clusters do not correspond to k single-connected spatial seg-
ments; instead each cluster may contain a number of seg-
ments. To derive the final segmentation (with K > k seg-
ments) we assign a unique segment identifier to each subset
of a cluster corresponding to a single-connected region. The
values of k and K are typically in the order of 103.

Classification
The classification module assigns a label (landform designa-
tion) to unlabeled segments (landscape elements) based on
patterns learned from examples. Here, the subjects of classi-
fication are segments established by the segmentation mod-

ule (described above). At this point we work with segment-
based feature vectors. The m-dimensional segment-based
feature vector, U(i) = {U1, U2, . . . , Um}(i), i = 1, . . . , K
describes landscape attributes at the level of an individual
segment, as well as the spatial attributes of the segment it-
self. It is important to stress that these segment-based feature
vectors, which are used for classification purposes, should
not be mistaken with pixel-based feature vectors, which are
used for segmentation purposes. A segment-based feature
vector consists of physical and spatial features. The phys-
ical features are average values of pixel-based physical at-
tributes calculated over an ensemble of pixels constituting
a segment. The spatial features describe the segment itself
(i.e., its geometrical and neighboring properties).

A training set is established as a representative sample
of segment-based feature vectors for which landform labels
were assigned by a human interpreter from a limited collec-
tion of a number of (L) possible designations. This training
set is used to build a classifier (data model) that is subse-
quently applied to all unlabeled segments to complete the
mapping process.

We apply three different classification algorithms to ob-
tain the final map: Naive Bayes, Bagging (using deci-
sion trees as base learners), and Support Vector Machines
(SVMs). Naive Bayes is a simple probabilistic classifier that
assumes feature independence given the class label. We in-
clude this algorithm as a baseline for comparison. Bagging
is a meta-learning algorithm that generates an ensemble of
training sets by randomly drawing, with replacement, sam-
ples from the original training set (Breiman 1996). The fi-
nal class label is the result of voting over the contributing
models (one from each bootstrap sample). We use a deci-
sion tree (C4.5) as the base learner (Quinlan 1993). Finally,
SVMs operate by finding a hyper-plane in a transformed fea-
ture space that maximizes the margin (i.e., distance between
the hyperplane and closest points from every class to that
hyperplane) (Vapnik 1995). We employ these algorithms as
implemented in the software package WEKA (Witten and
Frank 2000) using default parameters.

Application to Martian Surfaces
Martian topographic data is contained in global digital el-
evation maps (DEMs) with a resolution of ∼ 500 me-
ters/pixel (Smith et al. 2003). We demonstrate the feasi-
bility of our mapping tool by generating a six-landform ge-
omorphic map, geared toward rapid characterization of im-
pact craters. We focus on six different sites on Mars re-
ferred to as Tisia, Al-Qahira, Dawes, Evros, Margaritifer,
and Vichada. We aim at identifying six landforms (i.e.,
L = 6 possible class labels): crater floors, convex crater
walls, concave crater walls, convex ridges, concave ridges,
and inter-crater plateau. The choice of the first three land-
forms stems from our interest in the automatic characteriza-
tion of impact craters. The next two landforms are justified
because the sites contain escarpments that are not parts of
craters. The inter-crater plateau is a dominant landform on
Mars that must be included on any geomorphic map.

The selection of physical pixel-based features is dictated
by the choice of landforms. We have selected slope (s), cur-
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Figure 2: (A) Topography of Tisia site, red-to-blue gradient indicate high-to-low elevation. (B) Segmentation achieved by
k-means clustering. (C) Automatically generated geomorphic map of Tisia site using SVMs. (D) Map generated using Naive
Bayes. (E) Map generated using Bagging.

vature (κ), and flood (f ) as landscape attributes; adding spa-
tial coordinates makes n = 5 and our pixel-based feature
vector is u(x, y) = {s, κ, f, x, y}(x, y). The slope, s(x, y),
is the local rate of maximum elevation change. The (pro-
file) curvature, κ(x, y), measures the local change of slope
angle (κ > 0 correspond to convex topography, whereas
κ < 0 correspond to concave topography). The flood,
f(x, y), is a binary variable such that pixels located inside
topographic basins have f(x, y) = 1, and all other pixels
have f(x, y) = 0. These attributes are calculated directly
from the DEM dataset using a 3× 3 pixels moving window.

In this application we use m = 13 segment-based fea-
tures. The dimensional feature vector characterizing each
segment is described as follows:

U =
{

s̄, κ̄, f̄ , SCI, as
1
, as

2
, as

3
, aκ

1
, aκ

2
, aκ

3
, a

f
1
, a

f
2
, a

f
3

}

The first three coordinates of U are physical features –
averages of s, κ, and f calculated over the extent of the seg-
ment. The remaining ten coordinates of U are spatial fea-
tures. The fourth coordinates of U is the Shape Complexity
Index (SCI) (Hengl 2003), computed as follows:

SCI =
P

2πr
; r =

√
A

π

where P is the perimeter of the segment boundary, A is the
area of the segment, and r is the radius of a circle with
the same surface area as the segment. SCI is essentially a

perimeter-to-circumference ratio, a crude measure of circu-
larity (values ∼ 1.0 signify a circular shape). The last nine
coordinates of U encapsulate information about neighbor-
hood properties. Ideally, we would like to know landform
classes of segment neighbors, but such information is not
available prior to classification. However, a preliminary cat-
egorization of segments into low, medium, and high slope is
possible on the basis of statistics of the values of s̄(i), i =
1, 2, . . . , K . Such categorization is used to calculate neigh-
borhood properties of a segment {as

1
, as

2
, as

3
}, where as

j ,
j = 1, 2, 3, is the percentage of the object boundary ad-
jacent to neighbors belonging to slope category j. Simi-
lar neighborhood properties, {aκ

1
, aκ

2
, aκ

3
}, {af

1
, a

f
2
, a

f
3
}, are

calculated on the basis of curvature and flood values.

Empirical Results

We first apply our tool to the Tisia site. The topography of
this site is shown in Fig. 2A and serves as a visual ground
truth for maps generated by our tool. The segmentation (k =
5000) of the site (composed of 163,240 pixels) results in
6593 segments that are shown in Fig. 2B. A total of 829 seg-
ments, representing all six landform classes, were labeled by
a domain expert and used for training. The six-landform ge-
omorphic maps generated by applying SVMs, Naive Bayes,
and Bagging are shown in Figs. 2C, 2D, and 2E, respec-
tively. Accuracy is measured using 10-fold cross-validation.
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Figure 3: Automatically generated geomorphic maps of Vichada (A), Al-Qahira (B), Dawes (C), Evros (D), and Margaritifer
(E) sites using SVMs. The top row shows the sites’ topography; the bottom row shows the actual maps.

Accuracy rates are as follows1: SVMs: 91.06(2.5), Naive
Bayes: 88.65(3.17), and Bagging: 90.95(2.57). According
to expert input, visual agreement with topography (Fig 1A)
is best achieved with SVMs and Bagging.

The benefit of automating the mapping process lies on
the fast and accurate generation of multiple maps. We have
used the training set established for the Tisia site to map all
other five sites. Fig. 3 shows the resultant maps generated
using SVMs. All maps reflect the actual topography well,
except for the Margaritifer site where there is a significant
confusion between the “concave crater wall” landform and
the “concave ridge” landform. These two landform classes
are most difficult to distinguish because they have very sim-
ilar physical attributes and differ only in a large scale spa-
tial context. The Margaritifer site contains segments that
are characterized by segment-based feature vectors not well
represented in the Tisia site-based training set.

Discussion and Future Work
Conventional ways of mapping the geomorphology of a
planetary site take place by manually drawing a map on
the basis of visual interpretation of features contained on
images. This requires a significant commitment of skilled
human resources –an impractical proposition for mapping
large regions characterized by high resolution.

In this paper we present an automated mapping tool that
employs AI technology (i.e., machine learning tools), aimed
at fast generation of large number of maps that closely re-
semble traditional, manually drawn maps. Our approach
incorporates spatial coordinates into the pixel-based feature
vectors; this helps to achieve over-segmented images that
facilitate the accurate classification of segments. Empirical
results show our automatic mapping of planetary surfaces
feasible and practical. Our tool produces maps that, in ap-

1Numbers enclosed in parentheses represent standard devia-
tions.

pearance and context, mimic manually derived maps. These
maps represent a significant improvement over maps gener-
ated after clustering single pixels on the basis of similarity
of pixel-based feature vectors (Stepinski and Vilalta 2005;
Bue and Stepinski 2006). Fig. 4 shows the Tisia site divided
into landforms using the pixel-clustering technique (Stepin-
ski and Vilalta 2005). The optimal number of 12 clusters
does not translate into 12 landforms of interest. For the do-
main user (i.e., the geologist) the map produced by our tool
(see Fig. 2C) is clearly superior to the map shown in Fig. 4.

This initial success invites for further improvements.
First, we are working on a hierarchical segmentation mod-
ule with a parameter k rather small (e.g., ∼ 10 instead of the
current value of 5000). In a second stage each resultant seg-
ment is itself segmented (keeping a relatively small value
of k). This process can be repeated until a fine segmen-
tation is achieved. This form of hierarchical segmentation
enables us to be more flexible on the types of regions where
over-segmentation is necessary. Moreover, the hierarchical
structure can be exploited by the classification algorithm by
learning concepts at different levels of abstraction.

We also plan to incorporate meta-learning techniques into
the classification module. The goal of such techniques
would be to provide continuous adaptation of a classifier to
new sites. In our current application the training set (a subset
of Tisia site segments) was successfully applied to map other
sites of similar character. However, application to Margar-
itifer, a site of somewhat different character, resulted in a
map of degraded quality. In an adaptive scheme, segments
not well represented in the training set would be labeled “un-
known” and left for manually labeling. This improvement is
particularly valuable for mapping large number of diverse
sites.

On the application site, our tool will be first used for char-
acterization of Martian craters. A large number of sites will
be mapped to identify crater components (e.g., floor, walls,
rim, etc.). Identification of components is necessary for cal-
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Figure 4: Landforms identified by clustering individual pix-
els (Stepinski and Vilalta 2005). Twelve clusters (land-
forms) are indicated by different colors, and are manually
grouped into larger clusters with geological meaning.

culating crater characteristics (such as the size of the floor,
crater depth, the curvature of the walls, etc.) of interest to the
domain user. The end result will be a comprehensive catalog
of Martian craters. Eventually, our tool will be used to map
a large number of sites on Mars; these maps will be used for
quantitative, automated comparative analysis of landscapes
located at different regions of the planet using map com-
parison techniques (Remmel and Csillag 2006). Our tool
can also be applied without major modification to terrestrial
geospatial datasets: DEMs, multi-spectral images, census
data, etc.; applications abound in ecology, urban develop-
ment, forestry, and agriculture.
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